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Miracles From Faith in God
Sitting at my computer, making an
attempt to write the newsletter, or
rewrite the one I just threw away,
lamenting the enlarging deficit of the
summer contributions, bemoaning the
repairman’s assessment for the ice
machine, scanning the news headlines
regarding the stock market, the crime
waves, the silliest politics already, and
rearranging the “to reads” on my desk
and the first read was from the
Magnificent Defeat by Frederick
Buechner:
“We cannot escape getting hungry,
and we cannot escape eating. We
cannot escape walking or driving down
a dusty road to get from one place to
another. And my point is this, that it
is precisely at such times as these that
life is going to ask us questions that we
cannot escape for long: questions
about where the road we are traveling
is finally going to take us; about
whether food is enough to keep us
alive, truly alive; about who we are
and who is the stranger behind us.
In other words, it is precisely at such
times as these that Jesus is apt to
come, into the very midst of life at its
most real and inescapable. Not in a
blaze of unearthly light, not in the
midst of a sermon, not in the throes of
some kind of earthly daydream, but …

Apri

(Frederick Buechner)

at supper time, or walking along a road.
This is the element that all the stories
about Christ’s return to life have in
common: Mary waiting at the empty
tomb and suddenly turning around to see
somebody standing there – someone she
thought was the gardener; all the
disciples, except Thomas hiding out in a
locked house, and then his coming and
standing in their midst; and later, when
Thomas was there, his coming again and
standing in their midst; Peter taking his
boat back after a night at sea, and there
on the shore, near a small fire of coals, a
familiar figure asking, “Children, have
you any fish?”; the two men at Emmaus
who knew him in the breaking of bread.
He never approached from on high, but
always in the midst, in the midst of
people, in the midst of real life and the
questions that real life asks.
The sacred moments, the moments of
miracle, are often the everyday
moments, the moments which, if we do
not look with more than our eyes or
listen with more than our ears, reveal
only … the gardener, a stranger coming
down the road … (page 87).

There is just so much that is not right with
this world we live in. The stories and
situations we get involved with here every
day; we are hampered by the inability to fix
or have the answers to solve. Justice is
being perverted and those most in need

Village News
Baby Box

Beverly Returns Full-Time

Sgt. Russ Allen, Rogers Police Department, presented a
Village resident, who is expecting soon, with a Finland
Baby Box. Sgt Allen and Beverly Engle have served
together on the State of Arkansas Infant/Child Death
Review Team which reviews all the infant/child deaths
that occur in Northwest Arkansas. The main purpose of
this meeting is to find solutions. Recently, Sgt. Allen
shared with the team the information on Finland’s Baby
Box. 90% of all SUID (Sudden Unexplained Infant Death
– SIDS) is connected with co-sleeping. Finland, by using
the Baby Box, has decreased their infant death rate from
65 per 1,000 to 3.5 per 1,000. Arkansas is number 3 in
the nation for SUID. This is a very simple fix. Baby
Boxes!

Beverly Engle has returned to Restoration Village fulltime after officially retiring from the Children’s Advocacy
Center of Benton County (CAC) July 31. The CAC
hosted a retirement celebration/open house to honor
Beverly for her leadership and ingenuity in the field of
child abuse. Guests in attendance were Susan
Hutchinson, First Lady of Arkansas, local law
enforcement, community partners and supporters plus
Beverly’s family and several current and former staff and
board members of the CAC. Beverly retired from the
CAC after 15 years of dedicated service.

Pictured: Errin and her daughter, Sgt Russ
Allen and Beverly present the Baby Box at a
training at the National Child Protection
Training Center.
Below: Baby Box and contents

Equine Volunteer
We are grateful for the help of Alicen Shaffer with
our Equine Program. She has been meeting one on
one with our residents teaching horsemanship and
giving riding lessons. She has also provided care for
Mel and Sage.

journey afresh. All children are in school now, one
adult is attending college, one will be having a baby
Cherishing Children Dinner
(maybe before you get this newsletter), 5 others
are now working and saving for their own housing,
MAKE YOUR RESERVATION NOW IF YOU
and another awaits her ruling on SSI before
ARE COMING! On September 17 the annual
relocating, and a new resident with two children
Cherishing Children Dinner and Awards
just moved in this past week. This is not
Presentation in support of the Children’s
representative of the day to day interactions, but
Advocacy Center of Benton County will have as
the guest speaker, Michelle Knight. On August 23, is intended for you to understand that we are at
capacity and providing services that make a
2002, Michelle was kidnapped by Ariel Castro in
difference to those we serve.
Cleveland, Ohio and held captive for over a
decade. Years of suffering from the hands of her
captor left her with a loss of vision, nerve damage The reality is that the financial needs to care for
and psychological damage from the banality of evil these we serve have waned unusually this summer.
At the same time, we pray for you as we know
from one man. It’s not a story of voyeurism or
that these unsettling times are affecting each of
entertainment, but of courage and the long term
you and your household in different and various
hope of rescue and redemption. Her story is of
challenging outlets.
one young lady who lost so much of her life in
captivity and today is finding purpose and inner
All we ask is that if you feel a compelling urge to
strength to a renewed life. She will be an
help us financially, respond to the prompting of
inspiration to you. We anticipate that her
the Spirit “not reluctantly or under compulsion,
testimony will encourage you to become more
for God loves a cheerful giver.” He who supplies
involved with resolve to eliminate child abuse
seed to the sower and bread for food will also
“unto the third generation.”
increase your supply and increase your store of
seed and will enlarge the harvest of your
Tickets are $50. To
righteousness.”
purchase tickets and for
more information visit:
We are grateful for all of you.
http://
www.cacbentonco.com/
events/annual-dinner/

Contributions
It’s Been A Long Hot Summer
HERE AT THE VILLAGE, EVERY ROOM HAS
RESIDENTS, SOME ROOMS have an adult and
two children, and we have a waiting list of over
100 women. At no time has Restoration Village
cut back on programs or services such as
mentoring, licensed counseling, group Bible
studies, transportation, birthday parties, social
functions, availability of nutritious and wholesome
foods, and a safe environment for women and
Fo children to have an opportunity to experience the
grace and unconditional love to begin their life’s

How to Donate:
Online: http://restorationvillage.net/donate/
Mail: 2215 Little Flock Drive, Little Flock, AR 72756
Shop: By using our smile link anytime you shop on
Amazon, 5% of your purchases will be contributed
directly to Restoration Village.
Smile Link: https://smile.amazon.com/ch/710684644
We received $10 from the last Amazon
quarter—every little bit helps!

Continued from Page 1
are being denied the service. Like Habakkuk, the
cry arises: “O LORD, how long shall I cry for help,
and you will not listen?” “Or cry to you ‘Violence’
and you will not save?” (Habakkuk 1:2) Habakkuk
makes his lament and waits: “I will keep watch to
see what God will say to me, and what He will
answer concerning my complaint” (Habakkuk 2:1).
That leap of faith (for faith is based upon an object,
not a “wish or positive thinking”, but an object) is
trusting that the messes of life matter to God.

No matter the circumstances of each day and
the Village’s needs – trust in mercy and love –
which is so counter to my instincts, but is the
small action of faith the world needs.

The serviceman this morning explained all the
needed repairs then spent almost an hour in
the driveway as he shared where his family has
come over the past 25 years since he has
known and serviced the Village; from the
nervous breakdown, divorce, situations as a
God’s answer: “Write the message I give you,“ (2:2)
single parent, and now of his current situation;
which I interpret to mean: Make it plain and simple
good second marriage, children who went on
to all the readers, make sure they understand the
to college. Changed lives and again I was
message: I have not given up my reign over the
reminded, just love folks and leave the results
universe and over you. There is a bigger
to God.
That
leap
of
faith
vision for this time into the future. That
is trusting that the There is the writing that is so missing.
made sense to me; God isn’t finished with
messes of life
this world!
There is a vision that is big enough for
matter to God. you just as it is for me. Do the thing that
On a recent road trip, Beverly and I stopped
the other needs to walk down the road,
to eat at 9:00 at night. Entering into a conversation
meet in a room, build a small fire with a meal,
with our waitress, we discovered she was a singleor offer an opportunity for restoration and
parent mother, living with her grandmother,
renewal to begin again . . . it is nothing more
divorced as a result of domestic violence, and
than mercy and love that we all can give.
working at all she knew to do. We encouraged her,
praised her for proactive decisions and her diligent
As Habakkuk finishes his lament and writes it
efforts to provide. We left a larger tip than
down he says: Ok, though things are falling
necessary. I know because our credit card company
apart, the funds aren’t coming in, the fields are
called to verify the amount as it was “beyond
empty, the costs are rising, and the inability to
normal”, whatever that means.
help all that call us (Beverly guaranteed a motel
room to one in need last night since we
This morning as a result of wrestling with this
currently have a waiting list of 100 women) . . .
newsletter, I called for the third time in two days, a
we will choose to “yet, I will rejoice in the
man who has been “seemingly hiding from us” in
Lord, I will be joyful in God my Savior. The
regards to a repair for which several months ago we
Sovereign Lord is my strength, he makes my
invested monies for materials. He has been avoiding
feet like the feet of deer, he enables me to go
my previous calls and texts. I chose to be nice, to
on the heights” (Habakkuk 3:18-19).
remember, God has a bigger plan, and isn’t finished
with any of us . . . so be nice if he answers. He
There is vision for all of us, that vision is to love
answered.
and the world will see!
The story is his to tell, but the synopsis is: he
currently is in another state after receiving a phone
call of the approaching death of his father, whom he
hadn’t seen or heard from in over 40 years, a
chance for them to visit, to attend a funeral, to meet
his half brothers and sisters, a chance for
reconciliation of sorts. I listened, consoled, offered
spiritual guidance, and a kind voice from Arkansas.

